American Bar Association

2018 Thurgood Marshall Dinner Sponsor Benefits

PREMIER ($25,000)

- Sole sponsorship of invitation-only reception prior to the Dinner;
- Opportunity to take a photograph with the Honoree;
- Individual signage at Dinner;
- Verbal acknowledgement at Dinner;
- Full-page acknowledgement in Tribute Book;
- Year-long acknowledgement as a Section Sponsor on the Section’s Homepage and Recognition on the Section’s Thurgood Marshall Award Webpage;
- Acknowledgement on sign listing names of all Sponsors;
- Two reserved tables at Dinner (20 seats).

GOLD ($15,000)

- Individual sign board with name at Dinner;
- Verbal acknowledgement at Dinner;
- Full-page acknowledgment in Tribute Book;
- Acknowledgement on sign listing names of all sponsors;
- Six-month acknowledgement as a Section Sponsor on the Section’s Homepage and Recognition on the Section’s Thurgood Marshall Award Webpage;
- Two reserved tables at Dinner (20 seats).

SILVER ($10,000)

- Half-page acknowledgment in Tribute Book;
- Acknowledgement on sign listing names of all sponsors;
- Acknowledgement on the Section’s Thurgood Marshall Award Webpage;
- One reserved table at Dinner (10 seats).

BENEFACTOR ($5,000)

- Quarter-page ad in Tribute Book;
- Acknowledgement on sign listing names of all Sponsors;
- Acknowledgement on the Section’s Thurgood Marshall Award Webpage;
- One reserved table at Dinner (10 seats).

PATRON ($3,500)

- Acknowledgement on sign listing names of all Sponsors;
- Acknowledgment in Tribute Book;
- One reserved table at Dinner (10 seats).